Abstract: A novel polarization splitter based on dual-core silica glass photonic crystal fiber with a liquid crystal modulation core is studied by the finite-element method. The mode birefringence is enlarged greatly with the infilling of nematic liquid crystal of E7. The simulation results demonstrate that the polarization splitter has an ultrabroad bandwidth of 250 nm, covering the E S C L optical communication bands, with the extinction ratio better than À20 dB. The separate length is 0.175 mm, and the extinction ratio is À80.7 dB at the communication wavelength of 1550 nm. The polarization splitter exhibits satisfactory splitter performance as the fabrication deviation reaches to 1%. The extinction ratio maintains better than À20 dB, at the C L optical communication bands, as the temperature increases from 15 C to 50 C.
Introduction
Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCFs), infiltrated with functional materials effectively combining the holey micro structure with the physical performance of the materials, have been a promising investigation field in photonic devices [1] - [3] . The functional materials infilling in the photonic crystal fibers show various physical effects under different external fields. Surface plasmon resonance excited by the infilling of metal wires [4] , films [5] and nano-particles solutions [6] in PCFs has been used to fabricate sensors with high sensitivity. The magnetic nano-particles solutions sensitivity to the external temperature, electrical field and magnetic field were infiltrated in the photonic devices [7] . The solutions of thermo-optical effect, such as toluene, alcohol, chloroform and the mixture were infiltrated in the fiber air holes to obtain a high sensitivity temperature sensor [8] - [10] . The liquid crystal which is sensitive to the temperature and electrical field has been widely used to fabricate photonic functional devices in recent years [11] . Arc-fusion techniques [12] were successfully implemented for the liquid infiltration of air holes. The photonic bandgap silica PCFs infiltrated with liquid crystal have been experimentally shown in [13] , [14] . The anisotropic material of nematic liquid crystal (NLC) of E7 infiltrated in the air holes of a soft glass PCF produces a big birefringence as great as 0.045 at the operating wavelength of 1.55 um [15] .
Polarization beam splitters are of great application value in integrated photonics circuits. Many researchers have contributed to the development of the polarization splitters. Zhang [16] reported a 1.7 mm long splitter with the splitting ratio better than À11 dB and a bandwidth of 40 nm. Saitoh [17] designed a novel three-core PCF polarization splitter which is 1.9 mm long and extinction ratio better than À20 dB with a bandwidth of 37 nm. The functional materials infiltrated in the air holes improve the performance of the polarization splitters. Hameed [18] demonstrated a NLC filled soft glass polarization splitter with the coupling length of 8.227 mm and bandwidths of 30 nm and 75 nm for quasi TE and TM modes, respectively. However, the PCFs in which all the air holes are infiltrated with liquid crystal suffer sharp increasing of confinement losses. Sun [19] proposed a silver wire filled polarization splitter which is 6.3 mm long and extinction ratio better than À20 dB with a bandwidth of 146 nm. The PCFs with the infilling of metal wires also suffer sharp increasing of confinement losses due to the surface plasmon resonance.
In this paper, a polarization splitter based on NLC of E7 infiltrated silica glass PCF was proposed, and the polarization splitter characteristics were numerically studied by the finite element method (FEM). Only one air hole in the center of the PCFs was infiltrated with NLC of E7. The simulation results show that the polarization splitter has ultrabroad bandwidth, short coupling length, high extinction ratio and nice fabrication tolerance. The extinction ratio of the polarization splitter maintains better than À20 dB at the wavelength of 1.55 m as the temperature increasing from 15 C to 50 C. The designed polarization splitter is a promising candidate for splitter devices. Fig. 1 shows the cross section of the polarization splitter based on dual-core PCFs. All the air holes are placed in a triangular lattice. Two air holes are taken out to form core A and core B. The small air holes with diameters of d 1 are placed at the left and right of the core A and core B. Eight big air holes with diameters of d 2 are arranged above and below of the core A and core B. The outside air holes with diameter of d 3 are used to confine the power in the cores. The lattice pitch is labeled by Ã. The dark air hole with diameter of d 1 is infiltrated with NLC of E7. The lights transferring through the PCF are index guiding, due to that only one air hole in the center of the PCF is infiltrated with NLC of E7. The birefringence of the core A and core B leads to different coupling length in x-polarized direction and y-polarized direction. Thus, the polarization splitter can be realized. The background material of the novel designed polarization splitter is silica and the dispersion relationship can be expressed by the Sellmeier equation:
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where m ¼ 3,
896161. The Cauchy equation is used to describe the refractive indices of E7 at visible wavelengths. Li [20] extended the Cauchy equation to link the visible refractive indices to far infrared region. The ordinary index n o and extraordinary index n e which are used to characterize the anisotropic material of E7 can be described as follows:
where the coefficients of A o , B o , C o , A e , B e , and C e are sensitive to the temperature of T . The relative permittivity tensor " r of E7 is defined as
where is the rotation angle of NLC of E7.
Simulation Results and Analysis
The FEM providing high accuracy and flexible triangular meshes was implemented to characterize the designed polarized splitter. The PCF was divided into 9756 triangular meshes. The scattering boundary conditions and perfect matched layer are employed in the simulation process. According to the super modes theory, there are four super modes existing in the dual-core PCFs, including two odd modes ( 
The anisotropic NLC of E7 infiltrated in the central air hole leads to large birefringence, and the difference of refractive index results in different coupling lengths in two orthogonal directions. The separate length is usually common multiple of the coupling lengths in x-polarized direction and y-polarized direction. The hybrid polarization lights launched into the polarization splitter can be separated at the separate length. Fig. 3 shows the coupling lengths and coupling lengths ratio as functions of diameters of d 2 (a) and adjacent air holes pitch of Ã (b). The wavelength is set as 1.55 m. It should be noted that the coupling length ratio has no significant variation and maintains at a low value of about 1.15 as changing the PCF structure parameters in no E7 infiltrated PCFs. It reveals that the separate length in no E7 infiltrated PCFs is at least several multiple of the coupling lengths. The coupling lengths in the two orthogonal directions reduce nearly one magnitude as the infilling of NLC of E7. The coupling lengths ratio in NLC of E7 infiltrated PCFs experiences obvious variation as changing the diameters of d 2 and adjacent air hole pitch of Ã. When the PCFs parameters are
, and T ¼ 25 C, the coupling lengths ratio reaches to 2. At this ratio, the separate length attains a value of about 0.175 mm. This is the shortest separate length being reported in polarization splitters based on PCFs, to our best knowledge. The hybrid polarization lights launched into core A can be separated into y-polarized light in B port and x-polarized light in A port at the separate length.
The initial power is launched into core A. The normalized output power of the cores A and B are calculated based on the mode coupling theory. The dispersion relationship is influenced by the light frequency. It results in the fact that the coupling lengths and extinction ratio are depending on the wavelength. The extinction ratio of ER in core A is defined as:
where P A x is the output power in x-polarized direction and P A y is the output power in y-polarized direction at A output port. Broadband operating is a key factor for the application of polarization splitter. Fig. 5 shows the coupling lengths (a) and ER spectra (b) of the polarization splitter. The coupling length in y-polarized direction increases as wavelength increasing from 1.3 m to 1.47 m and decreases as wavelength increasing from 1.47 m to 1.8 m. The coupling length in x-polarized direction decreases gradually as wavelength increasing from 1.3 m to 1.8 m.
From Fig. 5(b) , we can see that ER reaches minimum value of À 80.7 dB at the wavelength of 1.55 m and secondary minimum value of À59.2 dB at the wavelength of 1.405 m. The coupling length in y-polarized direction has the same value at the wavelength of 1.55 m and 1.405 m shown in Fig. 5(a) . It indicates that the y-polarized lights at the wavelength of 1.55 m and 1.405 m launched into core A transfer to core B completely. The coupling length in y-polarized direction maintains an insignificant increase with no more than 3% between 1.405 m and 1.55 m. And most of the energy in y-polarized direction transfers to core B. Thus, a broadband Fig . 6 shows the confinement losses spectra of the four super modes. As the wavelength increasing, the confinement of the energy in the transfer cores becomes weaker and the transmission losses get larger. The energy transferring in the modulation core of E7 increases the transmission losses. The confinement loss of even mode in x-polarized direction is bigger than the others. It should be noted that the confinement losses maintain lower than 1.2 dB/m when the wavelength increasing from 1.3 m to 1.8 m. The low confinement losses make the designed PCF suitable for the polarized splitter.
Although many technologies have been introduced to fabricate PCFs currently, it is still difficult to produce PCFs with several different air holes diameters and irregular air holes precisely. Our designed polarization splitter with three different air holes diameters, none irregular air holes and low duty cycle is easy to fabricate. It is likely to control the fabrication accuracy within 1% based on the modern fabrication technology [21] . The fabrication tolerance is necessary to be analyzed in order to get a low rejection rate. Fig. 7 shows the ER spectra at different fabrication tolerance of fiber length. The fabrication tolerance of fiber length is set as 1%. The bandwidth gets larger when the fiber length decreases 1%. This is because the coupling length in y-polarized direction becomes shorter when the wavelength is greater than 1.55 m and less than 1.405 m, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The bandwidth gets narrower when the fiber length increases 1%. The ER maintains better than À20 dB from 1.38 m to 1.61 m when the fiber length changes 1%. The coupling lengths and ER spectra versus diameters of d 1 at different fabrication tolerance are illustrated in Fig. 8 . The bandwidth of ER spectra becomes larger when the diameters of d} 1 decreases 1%. This is own to the fact that the coupling length in y-polarized direction has significant influence on ER spectra. The difference of refractive index in y-polarized direction gets smaller when the diameters of d 1 decrease. Thus, the coupling length in y-polarized direction becomes larger as shown in Fig. 8(a) . On the other hand, the diameters of d 1 have no significant influence on the difference of refractive index in x-polarized direction and the coupling length in x-polarized direction varies little. The ER spectrum obtains a minimum value at the wavelength of 1.34 m and second minimum value at the wavelength of 1.64 m. When the diameters of d 1 get larger, the bandwidth of ER spectra becomes narrower and only one peak appears at the wavelength of 1.49 m as the diameters of d 1 increasing 1%. The coupling lengths and ER spectra versus diameters of d 2 are depicted in Fig. 9(a) and (b) , respectively. It is clearly to see that the diameters of d 2 have no significant influence on the coupling length in y-direction and ER spectra. The bandwidth of ER spectra becomes narrower when the diameters of d 2 increase and becomes larger when the diameters of d 2 decrease. The difference of refractive index in y-polarized direction gets larger when the adjacent air holes pitch of Ã decreases. Thus, the coupling length in y-polarized direction becomes smaller as shown in Fig. 10(a) . Fig. 10(b) shows the ER spectra with different fabrication tolerance of Ã. It reveals that the bandwidth of the ER spectra gets narrower when the adjacent air holes pitch of Ã decreases and become larger when the adjacent air holes pitch of Ã increases. The effects of the outside air holes with diameters of d 3 are neglected as they have weak influence on the refractive index of the super modes.
The anisotropy property of NLC of E7 is influenced by the temperature. When the temperature increases from 15 C to 50 C, the ordinary index of E7 varies little which leads to tiny variation in coupling length in x-polarized direction. On the contrary, the extraordinary index ne of E7 decreases remarkably which results in the increasing of the coupling length in y-polarized direction as temperature increasing from 15 C to 50 C. Fig. 11 shows the coupling lengths (a) and ER spectra (b) versus temperature changing from 15 C to 50 C. It is found that the ER maintains better than À20 dB at the wavelength of 1.55 m when temperature increases from 15 C to 50 C. As the temperature is lower than 25 C, the bandwidth of ER spectra becomes narrower. As the temperature increasing, the bandwidth gets broadened. When the temperature is higher than 30 C, the ER becomes worse than À20 dB at the E S optical communication bands and maintains better than À20 dB at the C L optical communication bands. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, a novel polarization splitter based on dual-core silica glass photonic crystal fiber with a liquid crystal modulation core is proposed and analyzed by the finite element method. The simulation results demonstrate that the polarization splitter has an ultrabroad bandwidth of 250 nm covering the E S C L optical communication bands with extinction ratio better than À20 dB. The coupling length is 0.175 mm which is the shortest value being reported in polarization splitter based on PCFs, at our best knowledge. The extinction ratio reaches to À80.7 dB at the communication wavelength of 1550 nm. The polarization splitter exhibits nice splitter performance as the fabrication deviation reaching to 1%. The extinction ratio maintains better than À20 dB at the C L optical communication bands as the temperature increasing from 15 C to 50 C.
